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Abstract
Background: Current development of surgery is due to medical practitioners and surgeons
practices and experiments throughout the history. Albucasis, the Muslim Spanish physician in
10 century AD was one of the pioneers in surgery that had major influence by his innovations in
surgical techniques, treatment approaches and invention of instruments. He introduced a type of
surgical knife named Mokhdea in his treaties, Al Tasreef that had mobile lancet. Methods and
Materials: In this paper, we represent this historical instrument according to Albucasis points
of view. Also, this knife was reproduced and finally a modified version of it was suggested for
current using according to ancient knowledge.Results: Albucasis presented a retractable surgical knife with figure in the 30th volume of his book, Al Tasreef. According to his description,
this instrument was made including blade, clamp and handle. Also, a standardized new scale up
surgical knife was suggested. This instrument includes a blade united with a lever that moves
throughout a rail in the handle.Conclusion: The idea of making retractable surgical knife dates
back to about 1000 years ago; presented by Muslim physician, Albucasis. Also, new presented
surgical knife is better compared with current knives because of its comfortable using, safety
and scale up.[GMJ. 2013;2(1):22-25]
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Introduction

C

urrent development of surgery is the result of medical practitioners and surgeons
practices and experiments throughout the history.1 One of the most common instruments
used in most of operations is surgical knife
and blade. It has a long history; it seems that
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from Neolithic period (circa 10000 years
ago), surgery was done by stone instruments
in different era such as south America and latter (5000 years ago) in Persia, etc.2 In ancient
Persia (1000 BC), surgeons were one of the
three main physician groups who called as
kareto baešaza in the Avestan language (one
of the ancient Persian languages).
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It means the physicians who worked with
knife.3 Also, founded surgical knives from
antiquity (8000 BC) to current era in various
civilizations 4 show the depth of the history
of this surgical instruments whole around the
world.
On the other hand, current usual surgical
knives have some complications in use. For
example, depth of cutting is depended on surgeons’ skill and cannot be regulated by the instrument; also the safety of those is less and
probability of pollution for surgeons by cutting their hands is too much. In this regard,
many US patents are proven to fix this problems and many new designed instruments
were made. But, these instruments are not
common among the surgeons because of some
reasons such as difficulty in use.5,6
By looking to the history, we can find some
pioneers in surgery tried to design the surgical
knives with better quality and comfortable applying throughout the history. Albucasis (9361013 AD), the Spanish physician7 was one of
these great surgeons. He presented a novel
knife in his time for surgery which was called
Mokhdea in Arabic language.8
Abu al Qasim Khalaf ibn al-Abbas al-Zahrawi
who was known in the west as Albucasis was
a Muslim physician in Andulus (currently
Spain). He was born in Al Zahra, a suburb of
Spain capital, Cordova in 936 AD. He was one
of the pioneers in surgery that called as the father of operative surgery.9 He had many innovations in the surgery. He was the founder of
lithotripsy,10, 11 performance the first thyroidectomy and novel techniques for cystolithotomy by invention of operative instruments.12
Also, he was credited for his contributions in
neurosurgery and gynecology by introducing
his novel treatments and instruments.13, 14 Surgery was not important like the other parts of
medical sciences before Albucasis. He categorized the ancient knowledge of surgery; flourished it by his novel findings in techniques
and instruments and introduced it as an important part of medical sciences.15 Finally he
died in 1013;16 when the Islamic golden age in
science became to rise. He was contemporary
with great Persian scholars such as Avicenna,
Haly Abbas and Rhazes that flourished medicine during early medieval period in Islamic
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territories.17
In this study, we tried to represent his surgical instrument together with remanufacturing
it and also modified this instrument to design
a novel surgical knife which can be used in
current medicine. It is a historical perspective
to find new approaches to cure in present time.
Methods and Materials
In this research, we first study the book of
al Tasreef and presented Albucasis work on
surgery. Mokhdea was described according
to this book. In the next step, it is tried to remanufacture this instrument exactly based on
Albucasis descriptions. Mokhdea was built by
jointing three parts: A lancet, a metal clamp
and a handle. Finally, a new surgical knife
handle was suggested by modification of the
Mokhdea to solve current problems of surgical knives. Suggested knife handle is sketched
and presented in this paper.
Results
The book of al Tasreef and Mokhdea
The most important manuscript of Albucasis
was Al Tasreef Liman ‘Ajaz ‘aan al-Taleef (the
clearance of medical science for those who
cannot compile it).12 It was a comprehensive
medical encyclopedia including 30 volumes.
The last volume of this book entitled “On Surgery” or “Hand Work” discussed about surgery.18 This volume includes three chapters on
1) Cauterization; 2) Incision, perforation, venesection and wounds; and 3) bone setting 19.
In the second chapter, Albucasis described an
special instrument as surgical knife in three
sizes (small, medium and big) accompanied
with figure (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A schematic figure of Mokhdea, from the book of Al
Tasreef 8
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Albucasis described this instrument in his
book as bellow:
“This figure is Mokhdea that has three types;
small, medium and big. Like kohl stick, it
is made from cupper. It has one broad head
like two spoon on together that a lancet put
among them. This lancet, like a bird tongue
can be moved up and down according to the
surgeon’s wills.8”
New designed surgical knife based on Mokhdea
Firstly, we tried to make a knife like whose
Albucasis described in his treaties (Figure
2). This instrument has three parts; a lancet,
a metal clamp together with a handle which
joint to the clamp. In this historical instrument, lancet can be moved up and down in the
clamp by hand.
On the other hand, innovation of Albucais to
make this instrument with some modification
can be good idea to design a new surgical
knife based on his description. In this regard,
we suggest a retractable, scaled up and safe
surgical knife with mobile lancet (Figure 3).
This suggested knife and handle includes

Figure 2. The remade surgical instrument (Mokhdea) according
to the Albucasis description

Figure 3. a) A schematic sketch of modified version of Mokhdea.
Lancet (i) mobiles via moving lever (ii) inside and outside of the
handle (iii). b) The lever has 2 parts: mobile and fix; the lancet
can be fixed when the lever is in close position; and also can be
moved when it is in open position.
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three parts; a lancet, a handle and a lever.
Lever has a role as lock for fixing the lancet.
This lever had two parts, one is fixed and the
second is mobile. The lancet can be fixed when
the mobile part was moved to right and put
in close position. Also, when the mobile part
is moved to left (open position); surgeon can
move the lancet inside and outside the handle.
The lever is joined to the lancet. The lancet is
put inside the handle and can be move outside
the handle when the lever lock is open. On the
other hand, this instrument is scaled up and
the length of lancet can be measured and controlled by scaling put on the handle. Therefore
it is a retractable surgical knife that surgeons
can work easily with more safety.
Conclusion
Surgery has a long history. Surgeons and
physicians’ inventions, innovations and experiments growth this field of medicine to the
current stage. Albucasis was one of the great
pioneers that raise the surgery by his findings in techniques, treatment approaches and
invention of surgical instruments. Mokhdea
was one of his interesting innovations to help
surgeons in safe and comfort operations. Introducing this instrument can shed light a part
of history of surgery. Although some new retractable surgical knives are built and became
patent from 1990 until now, but this idea back
to about 1000 years ago and presented by
Albucasis. Remanufacturing this instrument
in this project can induct the feel of surgery
in around 1000 years ago to current medical
practitioners. This instrument transferred to
the Shiraz University of medical sciences museum to show a part of history of medicine.
On the other hand, a new instrument is suggested in this paper by using the ancient
knowledge. This surgical knife can help to
surgeons for more safe simpler operations.
The risk of cutting hands and transmitting
some diseases such as HIV can be reduced.
Also, It can be worked too comfort only by
one hand. In addition, scaled up instrument
can help surgeons to cut more carefully. It
seems that the ancient forgotten knowledge
can help to current medicine yet, of course by
modification and standardization.
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